Characterization of strain rate sensitivity in pharmaceutical materials using indentation creep analysis.
Understanding how a material's response to stress changes as the stress is applied at different rates is important in predicting performance of pharmaceutical powders during tablet compression. Widely used methods for determining strain rate sensitivity (SRS) are empirically based and can often provide inconsistent or misleading results. Indentation creep data, collected during hardness tests on compacts formed from several common tableting excipients, were used to predict each material's relative sensitivity to changes in strain rate. Linear relationships between Ln(indentation hardness) and Ln(strain rate) were observed for all materials tested. The slope values taken from these relationships were compared to traditional strain rate sensitivity estimates based on in-die Heckel analysis. Overall, the results from the two methods were quite similar, but several advantages were evident in the creep data. The most notable advantage was the ability to characterize strain rate sensitivity derived from plastic behavior with little influence of elastic deformation. For example, two grades of corn starch had very similar creep behavior, but their yield pressures were affected very differently when the compaction rate was increased. This inconsistency was related to the difference in the viscoelastic recovery exhibited by these two materials. This new method promises to allow a better understanding of strain rate effects observed during tablet manufacturing.